
When Edee’s life is tragically altered, she 
loses the ability to connect with the world 
and people she once knew. She retreats 
to a forest in the Rocky Mountains with a 
few supplies and leaves her old life 
behind indefinitely. The beauty of her new 
surroundings is undeniable yet quickly 
humbling as she struggles to adjust and 
prepare for the winter ahead. When Edee 
is caught on the brink of death, a local 
hunter and his family miraculously save 
her, but she alone must find a way to live 
again.
 
Acclaimed actress Robin Wright returns 
to the Sundance Film Festival with her 
directorial debut, set in the picturesque 
but unforgiving wilds of nature. Wright 
stands out in her performance as Edee, a 
woman lost in grief, while Demián 
Bichir's subdued and charming presence 
depicts an unexpected and reflective 
companion who questions Edee’s abrupt 
choices. Land is a quiet yet masterful 
journey into the complex desire for 
solitude as a woman searches for 
meaning in the vast and harsh American 
wilderness.
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CHICAGO
The source of Edee’s horrible tragedy and former life is pervasively metropolitan. Whether the 
genesis of her flight, or harrowing loss told in flashback, this aesthetic in the film was cool, 
detached, linear, glassy, metal, lonely and soulless. All the organic and wild nature to follow 
would be the dichotomy to this origin story. This is the world Edee unplugs from and flees.

Modifying a Calgary showroom location, our team added balconies, skyscraper backdrops, and a 
clean modern approach to transport us to the 7th floor of an affluent lawyer’s family nest.  



Using the freshly minted and stunning Calgary Central Public Library as the backdrop for our Nutcracker Ballet lobby, the visual 
goal was to use social civic space and the false comfort of crowds as modern alienating horror. The backdrop of Christmas, the 
most family-focused of holidays, made the loss and Edee’s imminent spiritual void even deeper to fathom.
** building design by by architects Snøhetta (known for Bibliotheca Alexandrina) and DIALOG



The Elbow River valley and Moose Mountain stood in for the stunning Shoshone landscapes of Wyoming. Layered, endlessly deep, 
and brutally moody, these mountain vistas provided all the seasonal shifts, curious animals, and hellish fury our crews could handle.

WYOMING



CABIN
Built from scratch on the top of Moose Mountain, Edee’s retreat withstood all nature could throw at it. This site held 
great beauty, and harrowing solitude.



“You were in my path”



QUINCY
The town of Quincy has little screen 
time but importantly signals a frontier 
for our story. It was imagined that 
Edee’s escape from Chicago feel like 
a journey back in time, stripping out 
modernity. This taste of small town 
Americana was by design wooden, 
western, pioneering, and locked in a 
mid-centry quiet. It is Edee’s last stop 
before the great isolating wilds.



MIGUEL’S
Miguel is a latino survivor and outdoorsman that has married into the Shoshone First Nations 
culture. His home represents Edee’s first encounter coming back down the mountain. It is defined 
by warmth, family, lineage, resiliency, and culture. This “rez” culture so often portrayed as derelict 
and sad is inverted in this story, and comes to symbolize a glowing haven for Edee and Miguel to 
say goodbye, emotionally abandon their last misgivings, and close their narrative loop. Edee is 
free. 
 


